We present first results of a long term study: Searching for OB-type runaway stars inside supernova remnants (SNRs). We identified spectral types and measured radial velocities (RV) by optical spectroscopic observations and we found an early type runaway star inside SNR S147. HD 37424 is a B0.5V type star with a peculiar velocity of 74±8 km s −1 . Tracing back the past trajectories via Monte Carlo simulations, we found that HD 37424 was located at the same position as the central compact object, PSR J0538+2817, 30±4 kyr ago. This position is only ∼4 arcmin away from the geometrical center of the SNR. So, we suggest that HD 37424 was the pre-supernova binary companion to the progenitor of the pulsar and the SNR. We found a distance of 1333 +103 −112 pc to the SNR. The zero age main sequence progenitor mass should be greater than 13 M . The age is 30 ± 4 kyr and the total visual absorption towards the center is 1.28±0.06 mag. For different progenitor masses, we calculated the presupernova binary parameters. The Roche Lobe radii suggest that it was an interacting binary in the late stages of the progenitor.
INTRODUCTION
High space velocities of OB runaway stars are explained by two independent mechanisms: dynamical ejection due to gravitational interactions of massive stars in cluster cores (Poveda et al. 1967) and binary disruption as a result of a supernova explosion of the initially more massive component (Blaauw 1961) . Both scenarios are viable, but whether one of the mechanisms is dominant is still uncertain. According to the virial theorem, through a symmetric supernova explosion in a binary system, if more than half of the total mass of the system is released, then the new born neutron star (or black hole) and the non-degenerate component are no more gravitationally bound (Blaauw 1961) . However, the energy stored in the orbit, in most cases, is not sufficient to produce the neutron star kick velocities that are typically in the range of 300-500 km s −1 (Lyne & Lorimer 1994; Allakhverdiev et al. 1997; Hobbs et al. 2005; Hansen & Phinney 1997) . The asymmetry in supernova explosions is responsible for such high velocities (Wongwathanarat et al. 2013) . Therefore, there are no pulsar companions to many of the OB runaway stars (Sayer et al. 1996) . In some cases, the compact object does not receive a significant kick and/or the majority of the total mass is stored on the secondary through conservative mass transfer, hence, the compact object remains bound to the companion star (van den Heuvel 1993). The runaway high mass X-ray Correspondence address: baha.dincel@uni-jena.de binaries like 4U1700-37 (Ankay et al. 2001 ) and Vela X-1 (Kaper et al. 1997) are such examples.
Yet, the low rate of X-ray binaries and the high rate of isolated neutron stars by taking into consideration the selection effects, the binary disruption is likely to occur in most cases (Guseinov et al. 2005 ) (hereafter, G05). The kinematics of the binary disruption due to an asymmetric supernova explosion is widely discussed in Tauris & Takens (1998) . However, a sample of observationally confirmed OB runaway-NS couples is needed for a better understanding of the problem.
The importance of searching for OB runaways inside SNRs was first mentioned in van den Bergh (1980) . However, the kinematical study of known OB stars inside SNRs was concluded with a lack of OB runaways due to the poor sample of SNRs and OB stars. Still, there is no known O or B-type runaway star that can be directly linked to an SNR given in the literature.
In G05, the outcome of exploring runaway pairs from binary supernova disruption is broadly discussed. Firstly, identifying the explosion centers more precisely will be useful for determining the velocities of young NSs of which proper motion measurements have high uncertainties. Thus, the kick that is gained by the NS due to the asymmetry of the SN can be determined more precisely. Secondly, the distance to the remnant can be measured more accurately by studying the runaway star, as it cannot move far away from the explosion center in the observational lifetime of the SNR. Finally, possible effects of a close binary system on the asymmetry arXiv:1501.07220v1 [astro-ph.SR] 28 Jan 2015 of the SNe can also be examined. Additionally, it would be a direct evidence of the binary supernova scenario (BSS).
The observational efforts are concentrated on runaway-NS coupling and abundance investigations of runaway stars. Some examples of the runaway-NS pairs (components are separated) are PSR B1929+10 -ζ Oph Bobylev 2008; Tetzlaff et al. 2010) , PSR J0630-2834 -HIP 47155 (Tetzlaff et al. 2013 ) and PSR J0826+2637 -HIP13962 (Tetzlaff et al. 2014) . Based on their motions in space, the pulsars and the corresponding runaway stars were traced back in time by using 3-D Monte Carlo simulations. They were found at the same position and the same time inside a young open cluster. The PSR J0630-2834 -HIP 47155 pair is thought to be ejected from very old SNR Antlia.
There are considerable uncertainties in these cases as the supernova events took place more than 10 5 yr ago. The separation between the objects is very large and the SNR has faded away long ago and/or the components are outside of the SNR (the Antlia case). Other important observational evidence is the enhancement of α-process elements in the hyper-velocity star HD 271791. The star is proposed to be ejected from a massive close binary system due to an SN that enriches its photosphere in elements which can be synthesized in large amounts during the evolution of the progenitor (Przybilla et al. 2008) .
The method followed in our work is a direct study of possible runaway stars inside SNRs as described in G05.
Briefly, assuming that the massive binary mass ratio is greater than 1:4, OB-type star candidates are determined by a careful study of their BVJHK magnitudes obtained from the UCAC4 catalog (Zacharias et al. 2012) . The angular separation of the sources from the geometrical centers of the remnants are within the limits of the maximum angular distance that a runaway star can have in a lifetime of an SNR. The distance moduli are calculated for all sources within this region, and the sources having extinctions and radial distances consistent with those of the SNRs are considered as "candidates". Measuring the radial velocities and identifying the spectral types of these objects via spectroscopy reveal their runaway nature, their youth and the exact spatial relations with the SNRs, in other words, the genetic connections.
Although the runaway stars arising from BSS may also be late type stars, it is time consuming to check the possible runaway nature of all the stars inside each SNR. Also, the late type stars are too faint to observe at large distances. A star having the same age as a supernova progenitor must be young. As OB type stars evolve faster, they automatically satisfy this condition. Furthermore, high mass stars are rare objects. An OB runaway star discovered inside an SNR can be explained by the BSS. Considering the very short observable lifetimes of SNRs and relatively short later evolution stages of stars, most probably, main sequence stars are expected as OB runaways connected to SNRs.
The space velocity of an OB runaway star is thought to be larger than 30−40 km s −1 (Feast & Shuttleworth 1965; Sayer et al. 1996) . A more precise value is proposed in Chatterjee et al. (2009) angular diameter (θ) of the related SNR. This value is somewhat relaxed to θ/6 considering the uncertainties in the geometrical centers of the SNRs. The stars in this region are expected to be consistent with the respective SNR in terms of distance and reddening. For this comparison, the adopted distances of SNRs given in Guseinov et al. ( , 2004a , and AV values from Neckel et al. (1980) were used. 48 SNRs within 5 kpc from the Sun were selected for investigation.
In this paper, the result of the runaway search in SNR G180.0-1.7 (S147) is given. The kinematic relation between the runaway star HD 37424 and the pulsar PSR J0538+2817 is shown, the possible host OB association is discussed, the SNR parameters are constrained and the pre-supernova binary is constructed.
2 S147, PSR J0538+2817 AND HD 37424 S147 is a shell type SNR located in the Galactic anti-center direction. It is 180 arcmin in diameter with a geometrical center (GC) at α = 05h39m00s, δ = +27
• 50 00 (Green 2009) . It was first mentioned as an SNR candidate in Minkowski (1958) . The compact object related to the SNR is radio pulsar PSR J0538+2817 (Anderson et al. 1996) . In optical bands, the shell structure is well defined and dominated by filamentary emission in Hα. The emission is brighter in the north and south edges and mainly concentrated in the southern parts. Despite of its old age, it conserves the spherical symmetry except for the blowout regions in east and west ( Figure  1 ). The total absorption in the V band is AV=0.7 ± 0.2 magnitude (Fesen et al. 1985) . Radio observations reveal that the spectral index is unusually varying. The shell structure observed at radio wavelengths coincides with that in optical bands and is well defined (Fuerst & Reich 1986) . But, no X-ray emission is observed from the remnant (Sauvageot et al. 1990 ). Suggested distances vary from 0.6 to 1.9 kpc in various publications (Table 1) . Four of the measurements are based on Σ−D relation which is useful to estimate the distance by using the surface brightness of the SNR. In Sofue et al. (1980) and Kundu et al. (1980) , the model of Milne (1979) is used, while in Clark & Caswell (1976) and , estimations are based on their own models. The radius lower limit calculated through SNR dynamics based on the model of Chevalier (1974) sets another constraint on the SNR distance. The distance derived from the pulsar's parallax or dispersion measure is larger than the distance suggested for the background stars of which spectra show high velocity gas related to the SNR.
The age was estimated as more than 100 kyr from the Sedov solution by using a shock velocity ∼80-100 km s −1 (Sofue et al. 1980; Kundu et al. 1980 ). This velocity was derived from the RV of the filamentary knots in Lozinskaya (1976) ; Kirshner & Arnold (1979) . However the pulsar-SNR relation indicates an age of 30 ± 4 kyr(from the travel time from the GC to the present position) (Kramer et al. 2003; Ng et al. 2007) . For a distance of 1.3 kpc, and an angular diameter of 200 arcmin, the radius (R) of the SNR is 38 pc. Then, assuming an age of 30 kyr, the remnant is in its Sedov Phase having a blast wave velocity of 500 km s −1 . The estimated explosion energy is between 1−3×10 51 erg and the corresponding inter-cloud gas density is 0.03−0.1 cm −3 (Katsuta et al. 2012 ). The SNR is expanding in a low density medium, probably in the cavity generated by the progenitor.
The central source, PSR J0538+2817, is an extensively studied radio and X-ray pulsar located at α = 05h38m25.1s, δ = +28
• 17 09.2 , ∼28 arcmin away from the GC towards north. The 143.16 ms period and 3.67×10 −15 s s −1 period derivative (Anderson et al. 1996) imply a characteristic age of ∼620 kyr which is ∼20 times larger than its kinematic age of 30 kyr. This discrepancy is explained by either a long initial spin period of P0 = 139 ms (Kramer et al. 2003) or strong magnetic field decay (Guseinov et al. 2004c ). The parallax distance was measured as 1.47
kpc (Ng et al. 2007 ) and 1.3
+0.22
−0.16 kpc (Chatterjee et al. 2009 ) and the dispersion measure (DM) distance is 1.2 kpc (Kramer et al. 2003) by using the NE2001 model of Cordes & Lazio (2002) which are consistent with each other. The most precisely measured proper motion is µ * α = −23.57 −0.16 kpc (Chatterjee et al. 2009 ). Although it presents no clear γ-ray emission (Katsuta et al. 2012 ), the pulsar is observable in soft X-rays due to thermal emission. PSR J0538+2817 is famous for being one of the few thermal pulsars: Based on a blackbody model, the surface temperature and the emitting radius are given as T= 2.12 × 10 6 K and R= 1.68 ± 0.05 km (McGowan G gives T= 2.12 × 10 6 K and R 10 km (Zavlin & Pavlov 2004) . A faint pulsar wind nebula is observed in X-rays but not in radio (Gaensler et al. 2000) . It is not known whether the observed elongated structure is the torus or the jets of the PWN. But assuming that it is due to the torus, it provides valuable information on the spin-kick alignment.
HD 37424 is a sound OB runaway star at 10.3 arcmin away from the GC to the west at α = 05h39m44.4s, δ = +27
• 46 51.2 . Photometric and kinematic information on the star is given in Table 2 . While proper motion values were retrieved from the UCAC4 catalog (Zacharias et al. 2012) , the photometric magnitudes are obtained from the ASCC-2.5 V3 catalog (Kharchenko 2001) . Its spectral type was previously identified as B0.5/1 IV/V (Clausen & Jensen 1979) . As there was no public data nor a visualized spectrum, we established the spectral type again by taking a spectrum. The star has a very high proper motion compared to other early type and possibly distant stars. There is no reported variability or binarity in the literature. Hence, HD 37424 is a good OB runaway star candidate.
OBSERVATIONS
HD 37424 was observed at the TÜBİTAK National Observatory (TUG) with the TUG Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (TFOSC) mounted on the 150 cm Russian Turkish Telescope (RTT-150). The observations were carried out on 2013 August 9 and 10. Two spectra were obtained with a 600 s exposure time for each. Grism 14 was used with a 67 micron slit. The wavelength range in this configuration is 3270-6120 Å and the resolving power (R) is ∼1337. 5 He lamp spectra taken in the same night with the object were used for wavelength calibration, and 5 halogen lamp spectra were obtained in the beginning and at the end of the night for flat-fielding. Also, 2 more targets had been observed in the same way on 2012 September 13 and 14 for the search for the runaway star. With the same purpose, 12 objects were observed at the Calar Alto Observatory on 2013 January 29 with Calar Alto Faint Object Spectrograph (CAFOS) on the 2.2 meter telescope. The covered wavelength range of the grism B-200 is 3200-7000 Å and R∼550. 3 HgCdAr and 3 halogen spectra were taken in the beginning and in the end of the night for wavelength calibration and flat-fielding. The high resolution observations of HD 37424 were performed at the Fred L. Whipple Observatory on 2013 September 16 and 21. The Tillinghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph (TRES) mounted on the 1.5 meter telescope was used. Two spectra were taken at R∼44000 in a broad wavelength range; 3800-9100 Å for 300 s exposure time. HD 36665 which is supposed to be a background object to the SNR was observed on 2014 February 11 with the Fibre Linked Echelle Astronomical Spectrograph (FLECHAS) (Mugrauer et al. 2014 ) at the University Observatory Jena. The covered wavelength range is 3900-8100 Å and R∼9200. Three spectra with 600 s exposure time were obtained. Three tungsten and 3 Th-Ar lamp spectra were taken immediately before this set for flat-fielding and wavelength calibration.
The observations of SNR S147 were performed at the University Observatory Jena with the Schmidt-Teleskop-Kamera (STK), operated in the Schmidt-focus of the 90 cm telescope of the observatory (see Mugrauer & Berthold (2010) ). The observations were carried out with the narrow-band Hα filter of the STK, which spans a full-width-half-maximum of 5 nm. In total, 22 fields on the sky were observed during 5 nights, each with a field of view of 52.8 × 52.8 . At each position two 600 s integrations were taken with the STK, i.e. about 7.3 hours of integration time in total. The individual raw images per field were dark-and flatfield-corrected and finally averaged. Point sources detected in the overlap regions of the fully processed images were then used to create the mosaic image of SNR S147, shown in Figure 1 , which covers a total field of view of 4.8
FLECHAS, TFOSC and CAFOS data were reduced with IRAF. All raw frames from TFOSC and CAFOS were over-scan stripped and no further subtraction was done as long as the overscanned dark frames yields null count. Yet, FLECHAS images were subtracted by the dark frames taken in the previous night. The exposure time of a dark frame is the same as that of the corresponding science or calibration frame. Hence, the illumination effect was removed.
Then, the flat images were combined while rejecting the frames having minimum and maximum counts. Next, the object spectra were extracted by assigning an appropriate background region to each. The arc spectra were extracted as traced by the corresponding aperture of the object spectra. After wavelength calibration was performed, all spectra were normalized.
The final spectra were compared with MK standard star spectra retrieved from Walborn & Fitzpatrick (1990) . To maintain equally resolved spectra, the standard spectra were boxcar smoothed by 13. Figure 2 shows the TFOSC spectrum of HD 37424 comparing with main sequence B type stars from various subclasses. HD 37424 shows He II λ4686 absorption indicating that the spectral type is earlier than B1. This feature is not seen in stars with a spectral type later than B0.7. On the other hand, He I lines (i.e. He I λ4713) are not as weak as in O type stars compared to He II lines; λ4200, λ4686. The Si IV λ4116 line is totally blended and unmeasurable. Si III λ4552 is in low strength compared to Si IV λ4089 like in the B0V type spectrum. This ratio decreases towards higher temperatures, but He I λ4541 is not stronger than Si III λ4552 as seen in B0V and O9.5V spectra. Given the equal strengths of O II λ4640, He II λ4686, He I λ4713 and more intense C III+O II λ4650 blends, HD 37424 matches best with B0.2V. Considering the slightly stronger He I λ4713, B0.5 would be the best approach to the temperature class of the star. Si IV λ4089 strength increases against He I λ4026-4144 as the luminosity class goes higher. However, neutral helium lines are strong enough to judge that HD 37424 is a main sequence star; B0.5V. The spectral type is between B0.2V-B0.7V, but it is assumed as B0.5±0.5V in the distance and extinction calculations to avoid underestimation of the errors. The sources observed by CAFOS are foreground stars with a maximum distance of 671 +96 −56 pc. Their spectral properties were identified by the same procedure as done for HD 37424. However, due to the lower resolution CAFOS spectra have higher uncertainty (Table 3) . We used FLECHAS to identify the spectral types of the background star HD 36665. This is a B1±0.5V type star (Figure 3 ). TRES data were used for radial velocity (RV) measurements of HD 37424. Due to the low signal to noise, 10 absorption features could be used (Table 4) . Doublets or triplet lines are avoided as these features increased the dispersion significantly. The lines were fitted by Gaussian functions and the best shifts were determined. Two more Gaussian fits with different centers were applied for each line; one fits the outer edge of the noise of the blue side while fitting the inner edge of the red. The other fits the outer edge of the red and the inner edge of the blue. By doing this, underesti- Table 3 . Observed stars in the region. Names, angular separations to the SNR GC (in arcmin), spectral types, instruments used and distances with upper and lower errors (in pc) are given. The error in temperature subclasses is ±1 for those with integer value and ±0.5 for those with half integer value. The resolution of CAFOS is not enough to distinguish the luminosity classes IV and V. Yet, the stars are assumed to be in luminosity class V. mating the errors is avoided. As the features are wide and the data are noisy, the centers of these secondary fits are far away from the best fits, 16 km s −1 on average. The difference between the best fit and the upper limit (towards red) fit is distinct from the best fit and the lower limit (towards blue) difference. To avoid underestimating the error, the greater difference is assigned as the final error. The average heliocentric velocities of the first and the second spectra are -9.2 and -9.1 km s −1 with line to line scattering standard deviations being 6.5 and 5.5 km s −1 respectively. As long as the star is inside the supernova remnant, high velocity gas accelerated by the SNR is expected to reveal itself as blue-shifted components to Ca II-K and H and/or Na I-D1 and D2 absorption features. The spectra show no clear high velocity features (Figure 4) . The average heliocentric velocity of the interstellar gas is 12.1±0.5 km s −1 (Table 5 ). This is typical for the neighboring stars (Silk & Wallerstein 1973) . The star has no positional correspondence with bright filaments, but with fainter Hα emitting regions. It is located at the vicinity of the eastern cavity seen in the radio and γ-ray images (Kundu et al. 1980; Katsuta et al. 2012) . As the star can hardly be a foreground source, we suggest that, in this direction, the shocked ejecta has not reached the dense interstellar gas yet. The reader must note that, the background stars displaying high velocity Ca II lines in Sallmen & Welsh (2004) are located behind bright filament knots. The high velocity gas is found where the filaments are concentrated (Lozinskaya 1976) . Using the absolute visual magnitude from Aller et al. (1982) , for a spectral type B0.5V±0.5, the distance modulus yields 1868
pc for HD 37424. Using the luminosity of the same spectral type from Hohle et al. (2010), we find the distance as 1318±119 pc which is well consistent with the distance of the pulsar. The total visual absorption was taken into account in both calculations.
As the absolute magnitudes for early type stars can range from 
the distance to HD 37424 is found to be 1288
+304
−193 pc which is almost in the same range as the pulsar. The equivalent widths are 243±7 and 160±15 mÅ for Ca II-K and Ca II-H lines respectively.
The extinction towards the star was also derived from 4430 and 4502 Å DIB's. The measured equivalent widths have high error due to the blending. Using the EW's, the E(B-V) was calculated based on the relation mentioned in Herbig (1975) . It yields 0.42±0.08 mag; points to somewhat larger color excess but does not exclude 0.35±0.04 mag derived from photometry.
KINEMATICS
HD 37424 and PSR J0538+2817 have proper motions receding from each other and departing from the same location on the sky (Figure 1 ). The proper motion of both objects are corrected for Galactic rotation and solar motion. The Galactocentric distance to the Sun is taken as 8.5 kpc and the solar rotational velocity as 220 km s −1 . The local standard of rest was taken from Tetzlaff et al. (2011) −1 , µ δ = −5.9 ± 0.6 mas yr −1 and for the pulsar, µ * α = −24.4 ± 0.1 mas yr −1 , µ δ = 57.2 ± 0.1 mas yr −1 . Together with the −20.0 ± 6.5 km s −1 peculiar radial velocity, HD 37424 has a space velocity of 74±8 km s −1 at 1.3 kpc. HD 37424 is a runaway star of which velocity is higher than typical runaway velocities 40-50 km s −1 . The 2-D space velocity of the pulsar at the same distance is 382.2±0.8 km s −1 . We constructed the past 3D trajectories of PSR J0538+2817 and the runaway star HD 37424 to evaluate whether these two objects could have been at the same place at the same time in the past. Since we applied the same method already in preceding papers (Tetzlaff et al. 2010 (Tetzlaff et al. , 2012 , we refer to these publications for details. We construct three million past trajectories of PSR J0538+2817 and HD 37424 throughout Monte Carlo simulations by varying the observables (parallax, proper motion, radial velocity) within their error intervals. For the radial velocity of the NS, we assume a uniform distribution in the range of -1500 to +1500 km s −1 . From all pairs of trajectories, we evaluate the smallest separation dmin and the past time τ at which it occurred. The distribution of separations dmin is supposed to obey the distribution of absolute differences of two 3D Gaussians (see e. g. Hoogerwerf et al. 2001, equations A3 and A4; Tetzlaff et al. 2012 , equations 1 and 2), if it is assumed that the stellar 3D positions are Gaussian distributed. Since the actual (observed) case is different from this simple model (no 3D Gaussian distributed positions, due to e. g. the Gaussian distributed parallax that goes into the position reciprocally, uniform radial velocity distribution of the NS, etc.), we adapt the theoretical formulae (we use equations 1 and 2 in Tetzlaff et al. (2012) with the symbols µ and σ for the expectation value and standard deviation, respectively) only to the first part of the dmin distribution (up to the peak plus a few more bins, see Tetzlaff et al. 2012 ). The derived parameter µ then gives the positional difference between the two objects.
1
We find that both stars were at the same position in the past i.e. µ = 0 at (l, b) = (84.82 ± 0.01, 27.84 ± 0.01) deg at 30 ± 4 kpc( Figure 5 ). This predicted position of the supernova is 4.2 +0.8 −0.6 arcmin offset from the nominal geometric center. The predicted distance of the supernova (as it is seen from the Earth today) is 1333 +103 −112 pc.
ASSOCIATIONS
There is no known OB association within 4.5
• (∼100 pc at 1300 pc) from SNR S147. Considering the angular separations and radial distances, the progenitor star cannot be linked to any of the young open cluster around. Hence, it is considered to be a runaway star ejected e.g. from the cluster NGC 1960, which is 217 pc away from the SNR, several millions years ago (Ng et al. 2007 ). However, binarity among cluster ejected runaway stars are rare (Gies & Bolton 1986) . So, as the progenitor was the previous binary companion to HD 37424, it may be unlikely that they were ejected from a cluster. Therefore, the neighboring stars are investigated to search for any association. All of the OB type stars within 4.5
• (100 pc at 1.3 kpc distance) of the geometrical center (GC) of the SNR were selected from The Catalogue of Stellar Spectral Classifications (Skiff 2013 ). The spectral types are known through spectroscopic observations. There are some discrepancies in spectral types reported by different papers. So, always the latest reference was chosen. Together with 14 stars from our observations at TUG and Calar Alto, 99 stars are used. The photometric data were obtained from the catalog ASCC-2.5 V3 (Kharchenko 2001) except for UCAC4-589-020390 of which photometric data was retrieved from the UCAC4 catalog.
For each star having an integer spectral subclass, distance and extinction are calculated in an interval between one spectral subclass above and below, e.g. B0V-B2V for a B1V type star. For those having half integer subclass, half spectral subclass above and below are used e.g. B0V-B1V for a B0.5V type star. The total visual extinction, AV, was determined by using BVJHK colors and intrinsic color differences of corresponding spectral types. Using the following relation, AV values were derived for each color difference; B-J,
The intrinsic colors are obtained from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and Wegner (1994) , while A λ /AV ratios are from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . Color differences of short intervals, i.e. H-K have high errors as they are multiplied by higher coefficients. The color excess E(B-V) is mentioned separately. (Table 6 ) AV values obtained from six color differences were averaged and their standard deviation were calculated. This was applied for all three possible spectral types of the source. As long as the error due to the spectral type uncertainty is larger than the standard deviation of the color differences, it was assigned to be the final error. When the error is asymmetric due to the intrinsic colors of different spectral types, the larger one was accepted. In some cases, the uncertainty is dominated by the error in color differences. Then, these were preferred to be the final error for such sources. E(B-V) versus AV fit yields a total to selective absorption ratio is 3.24±0.06. In individual cases, E(B-V) deviates strongly from AV. However, the large sample reveals that the ratio of total to selective absorption has a usual value. The distances were derived from distance moduli using the absolute magnitudes from Aller et al. (1982) . Errors in distances are due to the uncertainty in spectral type and the error in AV were also taken into account. The spectro-photometric distance alone is not enough due to the high dispersion in the brightness of OB-type stars (Wegner 2006) (Thereafter W06). Assuming the stars beyond 1 kpc are within 100 pc from the SNR GC, the absolute visual magnitudes were calculated. Although the dispersion mentioned in W06 is high, 24 of the stars fit well in the comparison with the W06 values. Hence, we suggest that these stars are members of an OB association. (Table 6, Table 7 standard deviation respectively (Table 8) . At 1.3 kpc, 5 of them are runaway stars exceeding 20 km s −1 2-D peculiar velocity. This is consistent with the general ratio of the runaway stars to the normal stars which is 10-30 percent (Gies 1987) .
DISCUSSION
The runaway nature of HD 37424 is clear. The chance projection of such a massive runaway star moving away from the GC of an SNR in the Galactic anti-center direction must be very low. In addition, combining with the central compact object after tracing back both objects at the same time shows that HD 37424 is clearly the presupernova binary companion of the progenitor of SNR S147 and PSR J0538+2817. BSS is the favored explanation for its runaway nature.
HD 37424 is a B0.5V type star with a mass of ∼13 M (Hohle et al. 2010) . So, the progenitor of the pulsar must have a Table 6 . 24 stars beyond 1 kpc are presented. Angular distances are given in degrees, distances in parsecs, extinctions and brightness in visual band in magnitudes. In the column; SpT adopted, the average spectral types that are used in distance calibrations are given. Table 6 ) we set an upper mass limit of 20-25 M . It may even imply a twin binary. The Roche Lobe radii calculated for 15, 20 and 25 M vary between 91 and 311 R which shows that the system might have been an interacting binary. Hence, the progenitor star should be a naked helium star at the final stage of its evolution with a mass even as low as 2 M (van den Heuvel 1993), (Woosley et al. 1995) . However, how conservative the mass transfer was, will be understood after further observations. Assuming a circular orbit, pre-supernova binary parameters are calculated for 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 M (Table 9 ) progenitor masses.
As discussed in the previous section, the OB stars around might be members of an unidentified old OB association of which all of the O type stars underwent supernova explosions. This also makes a plausible explanation for the low density medium in which the SNR expands symmetrically. But, an ejection of the pre-SN system is also possible. A membership to an OB association or to a cluster is important also regarding the distance determination. In this work, the distance derived from pulsar parallax (1.3 +0.20 −0.16 kpc) is accepted as the most reliable estimation. Also, the distance to the star measured from interstellar lines is in the same range, 1288 +304 −193 (see section 3). The spectro-photometric distance is much larger by using absolute magnitudes from Aller et al. (1982) . Yet, by using typical luminosities for B0.5V type suggested in Hohle et al. (2010) , it is 1318±119 pc. Hence, the distance to the star and the SNR can be assumed to be 1.3 kpc. However, the AV measured directly towards S147 is much lower than the AV towards the stars beyond 1 kpc. Furthermore, two stars, HD 36665 and HD 37318, show highly shifted interstellar Ca II and Na I lines related to the SNR implying that these objects are background sources (Sallmen & Welsh 2004) . Their distances based on the reported spectral types are closer to the Sun than HD 37424 is. HD 36665 has 837 +347 −285 pc for B1V type and HD 37318 is 903 +231 −228 pc far away adopting B0.5V. On the other hand, the distance for HD 36665 is identified as 1860 pc in Neckel et al. (1980) through H β measurements. It Table 9 . The binary separations, the orbital velocities of the progenitor, the orbital periods and the Roche Lobe radii of the pre-supernova binary for various final masses of the progenitor with 13 M HD 37424 are given. Roche Lobe radii are calculated based on Eggleton (1983 has a high AV of 1.74 mag. If we assume that HD 36665 is also at 1.3±0.1 kpc, then it must be a bright B1V type star which is 1-1.5 mag brighter than the average value given in W06. HD 37318 also can be a member of the possible OB association. The supernova event had occurred quite nearby in a fairly reddened medium. Assuming a very faint SN (MV= −14 mag), the apparent visual magnitude is −2.1 mag, and for a bright SN with MV = −21 mag, the apparent visual magnitude is −9.1 mag; as bright as SN 1006. The event might have also caused the 10 Be peak at 35±2 kyr measured in Raisbeck et al. (1987) from the deep ice cores from Dome C and Vostok Antarctica.
CONCLUSION
HD 37424 is a B0.5V type runaway star from a binary ejection due to the supernova which gave birth to SNR S147 and PSR J0538+2817. The star has −9.2 ± 6.5 km s −1 heliocentric radial velocity and 74±8 km s −1 3-D peculiar velocity. The distance calculated from interstellar Ca II lines is 1288 +304 −193 pc and from spectro-photometry 1318±119 pc. No high velocity gas related with the SNR is detected in the spectra. The past trajectories of the pulsar and HD 37424 are reconstructed throughout Monte Carlo simulations. It is found that both stars were at the same position at (l, b) = (84.82 ± 0.01, 27.84 ± 0.01) deg at 30 ± 4 kyr in the past. The position of the explosion is 4.2 +0.8 −0.6 arcmin away from the geometrical center. The distance of the SNR is found as 1333 +103 −112 pc. AV towards the SNR is 1.28±0.06 mag. Today's kinematics of the stars are well known, further detailed calculations should be done to find the true kick vectors of the pulsar and a possible spin-kick alignment.
There is no known OB association reported close to the SNR. 19 OB type stars within 100 pc from the SNR geometrical center have very similar 2-D velocities with the 5 runaway stars including HD 37424. This might be an old OB association having no bright O type stars. The low density medium in which the SNR is expanding is probably due to the previous SNe and H II regions driven by this old association. The progenitor was a massive star with a zero age main sequence mass greater than 13 M . Considering the lack of O type stars in the field, a progenitor mass much larger than 20 M is not expected. Assuming a circular orbit, the pre-supernova binary separation is in the range of 8 to 711 R for 2 to 25 M final mass of the progenitor. The corresponding Roche Lobe radii for 15 to 25 M masses vary from 91 to 311 R . It must have been an interacting binary. For 1.3 kpc distance and 1.3 mag extinction, the SN which happened 30±4 kyr ago had an apparent brightness of −2.1 to −9.1 mag.
The source will be investigated regarding the elemental signatures of binary accretion and the possible supernova debris on its photosphere through high resolution and high S/N spectra.
